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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Banach space E. 
Then, T: C -+ C is called nonexpansive on C, if /I TX - Tyli d //x - yll for all 
x, y E C. We denote by F(T) the set of fixed points of a mapping T on C. 
Let ,Y = (S(t): I 3 0) be a family of nonexpansive mappings of C into itself 
such that S(0) = Z, S(t+s) = S(t) S(s) for all t, SE [0, co), and S(t) x is 
continuous in t E [0, cc ) for each x E C. Then, ,Y is said to be a nonexpan- 
sive semigroup on C. 
Baillon [ 1 J proved the first nonlinear ergodic theorem for nonexpansive 
mappings in the framework of Hilbert spaces. This theorem was extended 
to Banach spaces by Baillon [a], Bruck [S], Hirano [7], and Reich [13]. 
Especially, Bruck [S] studied the asymptotic behavior of orbits of T 
independent of initial values and gave a simple proof of the ergodic 
theorem in Banach spaces. Bruck’s proof is elegant and introduces a num- 
ber of highly original ideas which are certain to find further applications. 
On the other hand, nonlinear ergodic theorems for a semigroup of non- 
expansive mappings in a Hilbert space were studied by Brezis and Browder 
[3], Rode [ 141, Takahashi [ 151, and the others. Especially Rode found a 
sequence of means on the semigroup, generalizing the Cesaro means on 
positive integers, such that the corresponding sequence of mappings con- 
verges to a projection onto the set of common fixed points. Recently, 
Hirano, Kido, and Takahashi [9] established a nonlinear ergodic theorem 
of Rode’s type for semigroups of nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces. 
In this paper, by using ideas of Bruck [5], we study the asymptotic 
behavior of orbits of a semigroup of nonexpansive mappings in a Banach 
space. We first find a sequence (,u=} of means on the semigroup, generali- 
zing the Cesaro means, such that, for each weak neighborhood W of the set 
of common fixed points, the corresponding mean vectors X, are contained 
in W for sufhciently large cr; see Theorem 1. This is a generalization of 
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Bruck’s theorem [S, Theorem 11. Further, using this result, we obtain a 
nonlinear ergodic theorem which generalizes simultaneously the ergodic 
theorem for a single mapping and the corresponding theorem for a non- 
expansive semigroup in a Banach space. We can also use the result to study 
the asymptotic behavior of a solution of a nonlinear evolution equation; 
see Kido [lo]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we assume that a Banach space E is real. We 
denote by E* the dual space of E and by R the set of all numbers. Let G be 
a semitopological semigroup with identity, i.e., G is a semigroup with the 
identity and Hausdorff topology such that the semigroup operator 
G x G + G by (s, t) + s + t (s, t E G) is separately continuous. If G is com- 
mutative, (G, < ) is a directed system when the binary relation “ 6” on G is 
directed by s 3 t if and only if s = t + u for some u E G. Let cm(G) be the 
Banach space of all bounded continuous real valued functions on G with 
the supremum norm. We also denote by m(G) the Banach space of all 
bounded real valued functions on G with the supremum norm. For each 
seG andfEnz(G), we define an element r,fin m(G) by u,,f(t)=,f(t+s) 
for all t E G. An element p E m(G)* is called a mean on G if ji,ujl = p( 1) = 1. 
For everyfEm(G) and REM*, we denote the value of p atfby p(f) or 
jf(s) +(s) to specify the variable S. A mean p on G is called invariant 
(resp. c-invariant) if ~(r,,f)=~(.f) for ail SEC and f~m(G) (resp. 
f~ cm(G)). 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space E and G a 
commutative semitopological semigroup with the identity. Then, 
9 = { T, : s E G} is called a continuous representation of G as nonexpansive 
mappings of C into itself if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) T,s+ ,(x) = T, T,(x) for all s, t E G and XE C; 
(b) the mapping s + T,x is continuous for each x E C. 
We denote by F( T,) the set of fixed points of a mapping T, and by F(9) the 
set of common fixed points of mappings T,. 
Let p be a mean on G and (cp,.: s E G) a bounded set of C. Then, we can 
define a continuous linear functional F on E* by 
F(x*) = i <vD,> x* > 44s) 
for each x* E E*, where (x, x*) is the value of x* E E* at XE E. Since E is 
reflexive, F is expressed by an element in the closure of the convex hull of 
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{cp,:seG}, denoted b y p,(cp,) or s cp, &(s). Especially, if cps = T,Yx for 
some XE C, then j T,x &(s) is also denoted by FVx for simplicity. If 
(T,x: SE G} is bounded for every XE C, then it is easy to see that Tfl is 
nonexpansive on C. According to [9], a mean ,D on G is said to be com- 
pact (resp. finite) if there exists a compact (resp. finite) subset S of G such 
that p( 1,) = 1, where 1 J t) = 1 on S and 1 Jt) = 0 elsewhere. If a mean p on 
G is finite, then it is expressed by C:=, a, 6,Yr for some si E G and ai 2 0 with 
x;=, ai= 1, where 6, is a mean on G defined by S,(f) =f(t) for all 
ffz m(G). Simultaneously, 1 ~p,~ &L(s) (resp. Fpx) is expressed by C:=, aicp,,, 
(resp. C;=, aiTs,x). Here, we give a proposition which is crucial for our 
discussion. 
PROPOSITION. Let s H qs he a bounded continuous function from G into E 
with weak topology. Then, for any means p, p’ on G, 
where 11. I/ (. is the norm of cm(G)*. 
Proof. 
cps 44s) - j cp dcc’(s) 
II 
< sup 
III.‘11 = 1 
cps 44s) - 
= sup 
II?*11 = 1 
(cp.,, Y*> &b-j (v.s, v*>&‘(s) 
= sup 
I j 
(cp.,, Y* > d(p -P’)(S) 
/l.).*Il = I 
d sup sup I(% Y*)l. lb-P’ll, 11 .v* /I = I s t G 
<sup llY.,ll. IIP-Al,. 
) t G 
Let E be a Banach space. Then, with each x E E, we associate the set 
J(x)= {x*EE*: (x,x*)= I/xl12= ~lx*l12}. 
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem it is immediately clear that J(x) # 0 for 
each x E E. Then the multivalued operator J: E + E* is called the duality 
mapping of E. Let B= {xo E: I/xl/ = 1 1. Then, the norm of E is said to be 
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Gateaux differentiable (and E is said to be smooth) if 
lim lb + Ml - llxll 
I+0 t 
(2.2) 
exists for each x and y in B. It is said to be Frechet differentiable if for each 
x in B, the limit (2.2) is attained uniformly for y in B. It is well known that 
if E is smooth, then the duality mapping J is single valued. And also we 
know that if E has a Frechet differentiable norm, then .Z is norm to norm 
continuous. 
For a subset D of E, W D denotes the closure of the convex hull of D. 
3. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
Unless otherwise specified, C denotes a bounded closed convex subset of 
a uniformly convex Banach space E and G denotes a commutative 
semitopological semigroup with the identity. Let 9 = { T,: s E G} be a con- 
tinuous representation of G as nonexpansive mappings from C into C. 
Then, by [4], it is well known that F(3) is nonempty. 
DEFINITION 1. G is said to have a generating set if there exists a subset 
U of G satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) there is u. E U with u d u. for all u E U; 
(b) for each compact subset K of G, there is a positive integer n such 
that 
A-n-. 
Kc U+ ..’ +U={u,+... +u,:u,EU,i=1,2 ,..., n}. 
LEMMA 1. Let G have a generating set U and let 9 = { T,: s E G} be a 
continuous representation of G as nonexpansive mappings from C into itself: 
Then for each weakly open neighborhood W of F(9), there exists E > 0 such 
that {x~ C: SUP,,~ u 11x - T,xll < E} c W. 
Proof Suppose that there exist a weakly open neighborhood W of F(9) 
and a sequence {x,} in C\ W such that 
sup [Ix, - TUx,II d l/n. 
utu 
Since C\ W is weakly sequentially compact, we may assume that x, con- 
verges weakly as n -+ cc to some element x0 of C\ W. Then x0 E F( T,) for 
every u E U by the demiclosedness of I- T,, where Z is the identity map- 
ping. On the other hand, since U is a generating set of G, for each s E G, 
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there exist ui,..., U,EU such that s=u, + ... +u,. Therefore TsxO= 
T,,, +,+x0= T,,;‘. TURxo = x0. This implies x0 E F(g), which contradicts 
to X,EC\W. 
LEMMA 2 [9]. Let p be a compact mean on G and let A be an equicon- 
tinuous subset of cm(G). Then, for every E > 0, there exists a finite mean A on 
G such that 
Mf) - 4f )I < 6 
for all,f E A. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that the topology of G is 
induced by a metric p defined on G such that p(u + v, u + W) < p(v, W) for 
every u, v, w  E G. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G have a generating set U and let 3 = {T,,: s E G} be 
a continuous representation of G as nonexpansive mappings from C into 
itself. Then, we call a family @ of functions cp of G into C a U-family if @ 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) @ is equi-uniformly continuous, that is, for each e>O, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that p(s, t) < 6 implies I/ ~p,~ - q,ll < E for every cp E @; 
(b) for each E > 0, there exists so E G such that 
sup sup IlTuqs-cp,+.Il <E 
to< F ut u 
for every cp E @. 
In [5], Bruck proved the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3 [S]. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space E. Then, there exists a strictly increasing and convex 
function y: [0, co) + [0, 00) with y(O) =0 such that, for every nonexpansive 
mapping T from C into E, x, y E C and 0 < c 6 1, 
The function y in Lemma 3 is continuous on [0, co). In fact, y is con- 
tinuous on (0, co), since y is a convex function. Also, y is continuous at 0, 
since 
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as t + 0. Furthermore, from continuity and monotonicity of y, we have 
Y(SUP a,) = sup r(a,), (3.1) 
where ai are nonnegative numbers. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let G have a generating set U, let 22 = { T,,: s E G} he a con- 
tinuous representation of G as nonexpansive mappings ,from C into itself, and 
let 0 be a U-family of.functions rp of G into C. Let p be a compuct mean on 
G and E > 0. Then, there exists a finite mean 2 on G such that 
sup IITucpw. s -cp, +.,+u// 44s) 
usu 
- SUP llT,cp,,+, i’ -(P,~+.~+AI d4s) <E “E 1’ 
for every cp E @, w E G, and ever)’ mean q, q’ on G. 
Proof Let y* E E*, cp E CD, w  E G and let 4, q’ be means on G. Then we 
define three real valued functions on G by 
fq.w.,,*(s) = <(PH,+.Y? Y* >3 
gwv,rl.q,(s)= Ilru(~w+s+u) -yI:(cp,,.+,+u)/I~ 
and 
b,,.(s)=su~ lIT,cpM.+,-(~,v+,,+u/l UE u 
for each SE G. Put A = {f, ,,,, )*, g’P,M.,41’1., h,,,.: v E CD, w  E G, y* E E* with 
11 y* 11 d 1 and q, q’ are means on G >. Since @ is a U-family, for each E > 0, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that p(s, t) < 6 implies IIqW+ F - (P~+~II <E for every 
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cp E @ and w  E G. Then, for every s, t E G with p(s, t) < 6, we have 
and 
lg rp,nq,,‘(S) - ‘!L+w,~,q’(t)l 
= I llYlu((Pw+s+u >-v:,(cPH.+.Y+U)/l- lIrU((PM.+,+U)-~‘((PII+I+U)II I 
6 Il~u(%‘+.s+u) -~u<%+I+u)II + IIdi<~W~,.~,,> -r:(cPw.+,+,>II 
<2.sup II(Pw+s+u-%+l+ull ueU 
< 2E. 
Furthermore. we have 
k&,.(t)=suP IlT,cP,*,+r-(P,,.+t+ull 2 II~,~cPn+r-(P,~+,+1.ll 
UE L’ 
2 -IlT,.cp,.+,- T,.(~w+.,ll - Il(~a+r+,~-~,,+.,+,,I/ 
+ IlT~~,,.+~-(~,~+.~+~ll 
’ --2c+ IlT,.(PI~+.,-(P,~+I+~,Il 
for every v E U. Therefore, we obtain 
kp.,.(t! 2 -28 + sup /lT,.cp,, +,s- (pIv+ ,+J = h,,,.(s)- 2E 
L’E c 
and hence 
Ikp.,,.(s) - &%,,.(t)l d 23. (3.2) 
Thus, A is equicontinuous and hence by Lemma 2, there exists a finite 
mean i, on G such that 
and 
I 1 bh) 44s) - j h,,,(s) as) < E 
4OY III 1-19 
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for everyf,,, ,.,, +, g,+,w,V,‘I., h,,,, E A. Thus, we have 
l(~,(cp~+,)-~,~(cp..+,), Y*)l 
= 
IJ 
((Pw+.,, v*> 44s)-J <(Pw,+,,, y*> 4s) 
= .f$%w~.,.*(~) 44s) - j f,,w,v*(4 4s) 
- s IIulu(cp,,~+ r+u) -YI:((Pw+.r+u)ll 4s) 
= IJ gq ,M’, &JS) 44s) - 1 gq .,I’. a.?j(J) 4s) 
< E: 
and 
for every VE@, WEG, y*gE* with II y*Il < 1 and means q, q’ on G. 
Therefore, the conclusion follows. 
By using Lemma 4, for a net {pL,} of compact means on G such that 
lim sup lh - LYP~II c= 0, I ueu 
and a corresponding net {m,} of positive numbers such that lim, m, = 0, 
we can define a net {A,} of finite means on G such that 
(a) JK~+~ 
II 
d~,(s)-~cp,.,,d&(s) cm,, 
Ii 
(3.3) 
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and 
- 
5 sup I/~U~n.+.,-~H.+.~+Ull 4(.r) cm, (3.5) UGU 
for every cp E @, M, E G, and means q, 7’ on G. We can also prove the follow- 
ing Lemma for such a net (II,} of finite means on G. 
LEMMA 5. Let i be a finite mean on G. Then, 
liywjsv IIT,(~,(cp,+,))--~,(cp,+,+.)II 4W=O. Q usu 
Proof: We shall prove by mathematical induction. Let d = 6,,, t, E G. 
For every E > 0, there exists s,, E G from Definition 2 such that supUS U 
II T,,cp, - (pS+J <E for every cp E @ and s > sO. On the other hand, since 
s,=u,+ ... + U, for some ui E U, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, we obtain 
Ilk- C&ll,.~ lb- rZ,kII,. + llr,*,pL, -r,*,+.2~Lllc. 
+ ... + IIC,+. +u,m, kL,--.$,li, 
Gn.sup Ilk--T,*kIl,. 
ucc 
Therefore, there exists c(~ such that m, < E and 11~~ - r,&I/,. < E/D for every 
LX > c+,, where D denotes the diameter of C. Then, from (3.2) and (3.5), 
sup sup llT~(~.s+~,-(~,,+,,+~Il 4(s) 
rns@ s uL?u 
<sup sup Il~U~.s+,l-~.~+,,+UIl 4O)+m, 
WE@ 5 UEU 
‘;z; (sup llTu(~(.+,,-(~.v+,,+uIl ueu 
-sup IlT~(~S”+.s+,,-(~S~+.,+,,+~ll)~~a(s) UE u 
+ jsup lIT,(~.s~+.~+,,-(~.~~+~+~,+~ll &g(s) +E ucu 1 
d sup 
vc@ 5 
sup II Tucps, t, - (Ps+ II+ J 0, - C$J(s) + 2~ ulzu 
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for every c( 2 q,. Therefore, we obtain 
lim sup sup lI~,~,(9,+,)-~,~rp,+,+,)ll &(s)=O 
I rpE@ I UE u 
for A=6,,. 
Suppose that 
for each A=C;:,’ aid,! (~1~20, I;EG, i= 1, 2 ,..., n- 1, C::,‘a,= 1). Let 
,?=C;=,a,6,, (a,>& ~,EG, i=1,2 ,..., n, C:=,u,=l) and 6~0. Define 
1) = (C;zi a, S,,)/(l -a,,). Then, 
II~~~~~(9,+,)-~~(9.s+,+.)// 
= II~J,(9,.,)-(l -Q,,)~,(cp.~+,+.)-a,,cp,+,~+.ll 
~ll~,J*,(cp~+r>-(~ -a,) ~Utlf(9.,+,)-anT,,9.,+,~ll 
+ (1 -G) II~urlt(9.Y+,) -rt(9.\+r+U)ll 
+ 0, . II Tu9.\ + r,, - 9.5 + ,, + A (3.6) 
for every u E U, s E G, and 9 E CD. On the other hand, by (3.1) and 
Lemma 3, we have for every s E G and 9 E 0, 
‘r’(sup IIT,&(cp,+,)-(1 -a,,) T,?,(cp,+,)-a,,T,cp,+,~ll) 
LIEU 
=suPY~ll~,~~~-~,)‘7,(‘P,+,)+~,9.s+,”~ 
ut u 
- (l-67) ~u~*(cp.s+,) -%l~u9.,+,nlI) 
dsup (IIYI,(9,~+,)-9(P++r,II - I17-,YI,(9.s+r)- ~U9,,,“ll) 
UEU 
= llr,<<cp+,) - 9P.Y+,,ll - ll~wtll<9.y+,) - ~u~9r+r,ll 
d lIrlr(93+0-9s+,,II - Il~t~9.~+r+u”)-(P~+r,+uolI 
+ IIYlI((P,+f+U” > - ~u”%(9.,+JI + lI9,st 1,+ug- ~uo9.,+hll~ (3.7) 
where u. is the fixed element of U assumed in Definition 1. Since each AZ is 
a finite mean on G and y is convex, from (3.4) and (3.7), we obtain 
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Y 1 sup II~J,(cpS., 
( 
)-Cl -%I ~,~,(cp.~+,)-a,T,cp,+,~ll &(s) 
ueu 1 
+ lIvf<(P.\+,+uO > - ~,,fI,<cp,+,)ll + II(P.~+,,+u”- ~u”(P.s+l,Il)4(~) 
6 IIyI,<cps+t)-4?~+~~lI 40) s 
+ ml(%+f+uO i > - Tu,,r?,<cp.,+,)ll 
+ II(P.~+~~+~~- r,,,(~~+,,/l)d~.,(s)+2m, 
= llr,<cp.s+r)-cP+r,/l 4A--~&&) s 
+j (lII?I<%+l+u” > - ~u,v,<cp.,+,)ll 
+ II~S+r,+uo- T,cp,+,~ll)d),,(.~)+2m, 
<sup IIYIr((Ps+r)-(P.,+r,/I~ IIPL,-r,*,PalI, s E G 
+ llcp >+r,+u - Tuv.y+,nll )4(.~) + 2m, (3.8) 
for every cp E @. Now, from the assumptions, for each E > 0, we can choose 
cxO such that 
sup sup II~U4J3J+,,-(PS+I,+ull a(s)<&, 
vs@ s utu 
596 
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sup sup ll~,?,~cp,+,~-~,~cp,+,+.~ll4(~)<~ 
WE@ s UEU 
for every CI > cq,. Then, with (3.6) and (3.8), we obtain 
I sup ll~,~,(~9+r)-~r(4o.,+,+.)ll4(~) u E u 
G sup IIT,~,(cp.s+,)-(l-a,,) ~,rlr((P.s+r)-~rt~u(P.s+l”ll 4s) ! u E 1’ 
+ (l-4,) j sup llTJ,(cp.,+,) -~,((P.,+,+u)II 4(J) UE 1: 
+ 4 s sup Il~U(PF+In-~.\+,,tull Qua) LIE L’ 
QY mm1 
i 
sup Il~,<cp,,+,)-cp,+,,,ll’ lIPL,--Tu*oP.ll, 
SE 6 
+ SUP (lI~,<cp.s+,+,) - ~,a,(cP.,+,>Il I UE L’ 
+ Ilcp.,+I,,+u- T,cps+ ,,I/ )4(s) + 2% 
+(1-a,,)[sup IIT,rlr(cp.,+r)-~,(c~.,+r+u)ll Ws) 
WE 1, 
+ 4 s sup IlTu(~.,+,n-v,+i,+ull 4(s) UE u 
<yPi(5&)+E 
for all o! k CL~ and q E @. Since y ’ is continuous, the proof is completed. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of orbits of semigroups 
of nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 1. Let G have a generating set U, let 9 = { T,: t E G} be a con- 
tinuous representation of G as nonexpansive mappings from C into itself, and 
let @ be a U-family of functions of G into C. Let {pat) be a net of compact 
means on G such that lim, supue U 11~~ - r~pL,lI~, = 0 and {m,} be u 
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corresponding net of positive numbers with lim, m, = 0. Then for a weak 
neighborhood W of F(9), there exists a,, such that s (P~,+,~ dp*(s) E W for 
every aba,, wEG, and cpE@. 
Proof. We have only to show j qo, dp,(s) E W for every cp E @ and suf- 
ficiently large a. In fact, let @‘= {r,cp: cp E (D, WE G}. It is easy to see that 
@’ is a U-family. Then, the conclusion follows from j cp, dp,(s) E W for 
every cp E @’ and sufficiently large a. Since E is uniformly convex, F(3) is a 
closed convex subset of C and therefore weakly compact. Then, easy 
topological argument shows the existence of a convex weakly open 
neighborhood IV’ of F(G) and 6 > 0 such that w’ + B, c W, where 
B,= {xEE: llxjl <6}. Let D=suprtc I/x/I. Then diam(C)<20. Using 
Lemma 1, choose E > 0 so small that 
& + E2/4 < 612, 
and 
2E D < 612, 
{x~C:supIlx-T,xll~&}c~. 
UE u 
By the assumption of Theorem, there exists txO such that 
and 
sup I/P~~- r,*&Jlc. < s2/(4D) 
UE 1, 
m, < E2/4 
for every a > a,. Hence, if we choose (2%) in Lemma 5, we have 
c7,+,d~,(t)-~cp.,+,d~,(t) <E2/4 
Ii 
(4.2) 
(4.1) 
for every a > aO, s E G, and cp E @. Here we put p’ = pXa and A’ = A,,. Then, 
for every UEU,SEG, and VE@, 
lI~:~cp.~+,~-~~:~cp,+,+.~// 
d llG((P,+,> -P:(cp.Y+r)ll+ Il~;~cp.s+,>-~:~cp.s+,+~~ll 
+ IIk4<cp.s+,+,> -4<cp.s+,+.)ll 
6 ~~/2 + sup IIv,ll . lb’ - r,*A, 
l.SG 
< 3&2/4. (4.3) 
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Using Lemma 5 for A’, we have ~1, > c(~ such that 
sup ll~,,~~:~cp.,+,~-~:~cp,,+,+.~II &(S)<E2/4 
ueu 
(4.4) 
for every ~13 a, and cp E @. Thus, from (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 
5 sup ll~;(cp~+cr)-~,~:(cp,.,)ll &(S)<E’ (4.5) u E 1,’ 
for every ct > CI, and cp E @. Suppose A’ = C:‘=, u, 6,, (t, E G, a, 3 0, 
i= 1, 2,..., n, I:‘=, a, = 1). Let k be a positive integer such that 
Then there exists c(~ 3 IY, such that 
for every c( 3 q. (4.6) 
Fix sr>,x, and cp E CD arbitrarily. Assume ;I, = Cy=, h, 6,, (S,E G, h,>O, 
j = 1, 2,..., m,C,“:,h,=l)andletS={s,:,j=1,2 ,..., mJ.Put 
‘4 = l.yES: sup Il~:(cp,+,>- ~,,~.:(cp,,+,)ll >&) 
N E 1,’ 
and 
B=S-A. 
If A,( 1 A) > E, then, using (4.5), 
> E2, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, A,( 1 A) d E. Now, fix f~ F(G) and define 
x, =c {b;.f: 1 < ‘< \J\m,sjEA)+C {bj.E*~(~,~,+,): 1 dj<m,s,EB} 
Xz=c {b;(~;(cp,,+,)-ff): 1 d j<m,siE A}. 
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Then, since j cp,, , , d).‘(t) E W’ for every S,E B, ,f~ W’, and W’ is convex, we 
obtain X, E IV’. We also obtain II.Y~II 6 2r: II by C (h,: 1 <<i< m, s, E A 1 = 
i,( I 4) 6 c. Thus 
d[j.;(*$+, > di.,(.r) = s, + .\‘2 
E W’+ B,, ,j 
c W’+B,,,. 
While, using (4.2) and (4.6). 
Therefore, since cx > rz and 47 E @ are arbitrary, 1 cp, c/p,(s) E W’ + Bn,? + 
B, z c W for every r 3 rz and cp E 0. 
By using Theorem I, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Under rhr .sumc> assumption in Theorem I .fi)r G, 3 = ( T,: 
(EGJ, {p,), und {m,), ler (.r,: t E G) he u net in C’ .such that I + s, is 
uniformly continuous and lim, sup,,= (. IIs, + ,, - T,,.u,ll = 0. Then, ,/or cwr\’ 
weuk neighborhood W of‘ F(G), thaw exists T,, such that j .Y~ + \ d,u,(s) E I$ 
for every J 2 zO und k E G. 
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Proof. Let @ = {x: t + xl, t E G}. Then, Cp is a U-family. Hence the con- 
clusion follows from Theorem 1 directly. 
COROLLARY 1 (Bruck [S]). Assume that S is a nonexpansive mapping 
on C. Let {x,,>;==, be a sequence in C such that lim, _ r 11x, + 1 - Sx,ll = 0. 
Then, for every weak neighborhood W of F(S), (l/n) CI?zd xi+ k E W .for 
every k 2 0 and sufficiently large n. 
Proof Put 
G = (0, l,...} with metric p defined by p(m, n) = Irn - nl 
for all m, n E G, 
u= {O, I), 
jT,:t~G}={S’:i=o, l,...), 
,,=y 6,, n = 1, 2,..., 
,=O 
and 
m,, = IIn, n = 1, 2,... 
Then, Corollary 1 is obvious from Theorem 2. 
Here, we shall remember Bruck’s remark such that the Cesaro mean 
(l/n) C::d xi+k need not converge even in one-dimensional cases. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that {S(t): t 3 0 > is a one parameter semigroup 
on C. Let { x,~: s >, 0} be a net in C such that s -+ x, is uniformly continuous 
and lim,,, supo~,~, /Ix,~+ t - S(t) x,II = 0. Then, ,for every weak 
neighborhood W of the set ?f common fixed points of {S(t): t 3 0}, 
(lln)jtxk+, ds E W,for every k >, 0 and sufficiently large n. 
Proof: Put 
G= [0, co) with usual metric, 
u= lx, 11, 
{T,: tgG} = {S(t): t>O}, 
p,, be a HahnBanach extension of II/, : Lj,,( G) n m(G) + R 
defined by $,Jf)=ijIf(s)ds 
for every f E L:,,(G) n m(G), n > 0, 
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m, = l/n, n > 0. 
Here fix u E [IO, l] and f~ cm(G) with [If11 = 1 arbitrarily. Then, 
+2u-sup If( 
0 < \ 
2 
<-. 
n 
This implies that lim, sup, < u < 1 _ _ 11~~ - Y,*~,,II (’ = 0. Therefore, Corollary 2 is 
obvious from Theorem 2. 
By using the same method of Theorem 1, we obtain the following 
ergodic theorem which insures the uniform convergence in initial values. 
THEOREM 3. Under the same assumption in Theorem 1 for G, 9 = 
{T,: teGJ> ha>, and {m,}, let C’ be a subset of C such that for each t E G, 
s + t in G implies T,x + T,x uniformly in XE C’. Then, for every weak 
neighborhood W of F(G), there exists u. such that Jam. T,x E W for every 
u b uo, t E G, and x E C’. Especially, if F(G) is singleton, then Yfl-,, T,x con- 
verges weakly to the common fixed point uniformly in t E G and x E C’. 
ProoJ Define q’: s + T,x for every SE G and XE C’. Let 
tip = {cp”: x E Cl}. Then, for each t E G, 
s -+ t in G implies Cp, ,, + cp;, ,, uniformly in M’ E G and cp’; E @ (4.7) 
and 
SUP llTucp:-cp::+,,/I =O for every w E G and cp-’ E @. (4.8) 
From conditions (4.7) and (4.8), we easily obtain the same conclusions of 
Lemmas 4 and 5. Therefore the same proof of Theorem 1 is available to 
obtain FP. T,x = s T, T,x dpJs) = s cp:, I dp,(s) E W for every t E G and 
x E C’. The last statement of Theorem 3 is obvious. 
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The following lemma is a slight modification of Proposition proved by 
Hirano, Kido, and Takahashi [9]. 
LEMMA 6 [9]. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space E wvith a Frechet differentiable norm. Let G be a com- 
mutative semitopological semigroup, 9 = ( T, : t E G) a continuous represen- 
tation of G as nonexpansive mappings,from C into C. Then,for XE C, the set 
n, W { T,x: t as} n F(G) consists of at most one point. 
Using Theorem 3 and Lemma 6, we can prove the following general 
ergodic theorem, which generalizes results of Bruck [IS] and Reich [13]. 
THEOREM 4. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset qf a uniformly 
convex Banach space E M’ith a Frechet differentiable norm, G a commutative 
semitopological semigroup, and 9 = { T, : t E G ) a continuous representation 
of G as nonexpansive mappingsfrom C into C. Let (uz ) be a net qf compact 
means on G such that 
and {m,} a corresponding net qf positive numbers such that lim, m, = 0. 
Then, for every x E C, IT,% T,,.x converges weakly to a common ,fixed point of 
(T,: tEG} uniformly in WEG. 
Proof Fix x E C and put .Y, = Y~~~x. Let {x,},~ be any weakly converg- 
ing subnet of {x,}, say, weak-lim,{ x,,~ = y. Then, from Theorem 3, we have 
YE F(G). Furthermore, we have ye n,E5 { T,x: t as} (see [9]). Thus, we 
obtain y E n7,W { T,x: t >s} n F(G). By Lemma 6, y is independent of the 
choice of a subnet of {xl). Since C is weakly compact, we obtain that 
X, = FpXdy itself converges weakly to y E F(G) n n,, W { T,x: t 3 s}. 
Here, we deny the uniform convergence of cYflzT,,,x, i.e., there exist 
y* E E*, 8 >O such that for each index M there are /I, >,cx and t,E G with 
1 (Y& Tz5x - y, y* ) 1 3 E. Let q, = rzttb, for each r. Then, since G is com- 
mutaiive and /?,a CI, 
as CI tends to infinity. This implies, with the first half of the proof of this 
theorem, that Ypp, Tzzx = F,,Zx converges weakly to y. This is a contradic- 
tion. 
As direct consequences of Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the following 
corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 3 [S, 131. Let S he a nonexpansive mapping on a bounded 
closed convex subset C of a umformly convex Banach space E. Then, for 
every weak neighborhood W of F(S), (l/n) C;:,’ Six E W for every x E C and 
sufficiently large n. Furthermore, tf E has a Frechet differentiable norm, then, 
for each x E C, (l/n) C::d SCkx converges weakly to a fixed point of S 
untformly in k. 
COROLLARY 4. Let {S(t): t > 0} be a one parameter semigroup on a 
bounded closed convex subset C of a uniformly convex Banach space E. Let 
c’ be a subset of C such that S(s) x converges to x untformly in x E C’ as 
s + 0. Then, for every weak niehgborhood W of the set of common fixed 
points of {S(t),t~O},(l/n)~I;S(s+t)xd.sE Wfor every x~C’,taO, and 
sufficiently large n. Furthermore tf E has a Frechet differentiable norm, then, 
.for each x E C, (l/n) 1: S(s + t) x ds converges weak1.y to a common ,fixed 
point of (S(s): ~20) uniformly in t 20. 
Finally, we discuss the convergence of x, itself. 
THEOREM 5. Under the same assumption in Theorem 1 for 
G~={T,:~EG}, {P,}, and {m,}, let {x,: tEG} be a net in C such that 
x, - T,xt converges weakly to 0 for each s E G. Furthermore, assume that ( 1) 
T,rxr -+ T,. x,, as s + s’ in G, untformly in t E G, or (2) t + x, is untformly 
continuous and lim, sup,, L, 11 T,,x, -x, + U/I = 0. Then, for every weak 
neighborhood W of F(G), there exists t, such that x, E W for every t > t,. 
Proof: Deny the assertion. Then there exist a weak neighborhood W of 
F(G) and k,> t for every t, such that xk,$ W. Select 6 ~0, closed convex 
weak neighborhoods w’ of F(G), and V of 0 such that w’ + V+ B, c Was 
in Theorem 1. Then for each t, by the HahnBanach theorem, there exists 
y: E E* with liyT/l d 1 such that 
(x,,, y:)>sup{(w+v, y:)+&WEWI,vEV} 
On the other hand, let q’(s) = T,x, [resp. q’(s) =x,+ ,] for every s, t E G, 
and @ = { rp’: t E G). Then, from Theorem 2 or 3, for weak neighborhood 
W of F(G), there exists a, such that 
for every tl> Q, cp E @, and y* E E* with 11 y*I/ d 1. Using Lemma 4 for the 
compact mean pm0 on G, select a finite mean A = x1= 1 ai 6,V, on G such that 
llj cp, k&)-j cp, 4s)ll < @ f or every cp E @. Then there exists, from the 
assumption, t, E G such that x, - T,,,xl E V for every t 3 t, and i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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Hence, there exists t, E G such that 
v+(e)-&(cp:)~ V+B,,, for every (P’E@ with tat,, 
where e is the identity of G. In fact, for the case (1 ), 
v’(e) - L(cpi> =x, - f T,,x, 
I=1 
= ;!I a,(~, - Lx,) E P’ 
for every t > t, = t,. For the case (2), take t, 3 t, such that 
II T.s,x, - -x.,, + ,I1 < W-2 
for every t 2 t, and i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then, 
v’(e)-k(cp:)= i; a,(~,- Lx,)+ i a,(T.,,x,--x.,+,) 
i= I ,= I 
E I’+ B,/, 
for every t 3 t, . Therefore 
sup{(w+u, yT)+6: WE Iv, UE V) 
< I(x,,, YT)I 
G I ww - 4(cp?>, Y: >I + I G.&d~) 
-(P,,)., (cp?h YT)I + I((A,).Y (d’), Yl*)I 
a~up(a,v:)+6:2+~~jyr~~~(r)-~C:~~~,,(~)~~.llI:ll 
L’E v
+ sup (w, y:> 
,ct w 
Qsup(v,y:)+6+ sup (W,Yr*) 
L'E v  H'E w 
for any t 2 t, . This is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 5. Let E, C, and S be as in Corollary 1. Let {x,, I:==, be a 
sequence in C such that x, - Sx, converges, as n + co, weakly to 0. Then, for 
each weak neighborhood W of F(S), x, E W for sufficiently large n. 
COROLLARY 6. Let E, C, and {S(t): t > 0} be as in Corollary 2. Let 
{x,: t >, O> be a net in C such that t + x, is uniformly continuous, 
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lim,,, supo<Ucl IlS(~)X~--x,+.I/ =o, . . and x, -S(s) x, (or equivalently 
xt-xx,+,) converges, as t -+ co, weakly to 0 for each s 2 0. Then, for each 
weak neighborhood W of the set of common fixed points of {S(t): t 2 0}, 
x, E W for sufficiently large t. 
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